
University of Virginia Student Council 

General Body Meeting 

September 25, 2018 

The General Body Meeting began at 6:37 

Exec Updates 

Alex: This past week on Thursday morning at a very inconvenient time I met with the diversity council to 
tell them what studco is working on this year, I outlined a few specific initiatives like the police advisory 
board and diverse set of selections for courses, menstrual hygiene, and diverse faculty hiring. Hopefully 
I’ll be going to the next monthly meeting and can connect with them more and carry out our initiatives 
better. We’re learning things as we go along, all for the better. If you have any suggestions let me know. 
Tomorrow we will have the tuition and fees public meeting from 3:30-5 in Newcomb theater, it’ll be a 
good place to communicate your concerns about tuition and fees to administrators and the person who 
submits budget to the BOV. This is important for initiatives that need funding like menstrual hygiene. As 
for everything else, we’re still working on the police advisory board to schedule a good meeting. I think 
we’ve done a good job of creating a model of what the board will look like. In regards to academics, 
there will be a meeting soon to discuss broad issues on diverse faculty hiring, and other issues such as 
the departmentalization of American studies program.  

Camilla: Reminder, third year council safe space training is the 27th, if anyone has any questions about 
cabinet initiatives come to me.  

Ty: Updates on appropriations, we’re all wrapped up on semi annual round. Rolling round two requests 
are due Tuesday night. CIO applications have 8 apps pending, 6 under review, we’re moving right along 
with those, expect to see a bill in a few weeks. There is a CIO bill on table for this evening, I did send out 
the information to the reps, no one is coming to speak during public comment on the bill but the full 
explanation can be found in the information in your email.  

Taylor: Great job everyone with recruitment and the budget, everyone’s been completing everything in 
a timely manner. I’m gonna go through the same timeline. Fall recruitment, chair decisions are due 
Thursday at midnight, I’m making a spreadsheet. Over the weekend branches will talk amongst 
themselves and figure out overlap. With the preference system it should be ironed out. The decisions 
will be sent out early next week, denials will be sent out by myself so don’t send those.  

Acceptances will be sent out by Sunday, will involve a few things we want you to mention like bootcamp 
and the requirements. For the budget the draft is being sent to Ellie, Michael is running through last 
minute checks right now. Chairs be ready to respond to rep questions this weekend, this Sunday we 
want all responses back. The first budget session is happening next gen bod. Definitely go to the 
trainings if you can, we’ll give out a formalized list of acceptable ones soon. Shoutout to my boy Logan.  

Ellie: To start off with I was gonna introduce Logan, from the CLAS as our new rep. He was a former 
cochair of swellness. In terms of align we’ve selected committee chairs, I’ll announce those at the next 
genbod meeting.  

For October 12th which is a Friday, there will be training in for the Runk green room food pantry. After 
that from 3-5 there will be a launch event so get the word out on Facebook. There’s also an initiative 



called stock the pantry at Newcomb dining hall, you can donate a swipe that Newcomb will then match 
with a pound of food for the food pantry. Share that on Facebook as well. To reiterate about the budget, 
reps you’ll get the budget by tomorrow. Friday at 3pm reps will be meeting to discuss potential 
amendments to submit to chairs, in newcomb 389. Lastly student financial services is having weekly 
office hours, Tuesday 2-5, Wednesday 5-8 if you need help feel free to walk in, it’s being held on Clem 2. 

Leadership reports 

Academic affairs: Our cav education app is open, it will close October 12th, it’s a specific program to 
UVA where students can teach their own courses.  

Emily: First arts CIO spotlight went out this week, thanks to nat and taylor in marketing for helping out 
with that. We’ll be posting on the Studco facebook pages some new art every Monday. Outreach chairs 
for larger scale event look for more details coming up soon. If you’re in a comedy theater or arts group 
interested in an interactive event let me know 

Buildings and grounds: 2 announcements, this Friday committee meeting with the ADA coordinator to 
talk of accessibility to the lawn. And I have an update on a community concern, the issue of no soap in 
renovated old dorms and now hrl has started putting those in old dorms. 

Isaac: Happy national voter reg today, my favorite day I love it more than any other holiday. We’ve been 
pushing voter reg, if you know friends, family, anyone, just remind them to register and participate in 
the election. Updates on leg affairs, Thursday we’re going to dc to represent the student body, we’ll be 
talking about DREAMERS and college affordability. We’re meeting with 6 different legislators, and we’re 
hoping not to be overshadowed by other events happening at capital. We’ve been working with 1515 on 
some sort of voting event centered on election day. The lovely Galen has been working with RAs to 
schedule sessions with RAs to start events to inform residents on voting process we’ve got 10 scheduled 
so far. We’re getting direct access to first year students, we want to target them heavily if we get them 
registered and educated in their first year as they progress through the next three years they’ll 
understand the atmosphere. Thanks for all your support and have a good night 

Student Life: We’re having the public comment session in Newcomb hall theater 3:30-5 tomorrow, it will 
be livestreamed. We’re considering bringing back the UVA airbus, it would provide transportation to 
airports like Richmond and Dulles. Applications for student dining advisory board are coming out soon.  

Sustainability: Another reminder to register for bicentennial leadership summit, you can just register for 
specific events. We currently have 40 confirmed speakers.  

VPO updates 

Hugo: I’ve had some of my members go through preliminary assessments of CIOS for semi-annual round 
one. Tomorrow we’ll have our first meeting to discuss possible strategies for auditing and assisting CIOS. 
Interviews were held for new members.  

VPA updates 

Noah: We’re gonna have bootcamp in the works for late October early November, all new members 
must go. If you have members that have fallen off the books let me and Taylor know, we’ll reach out to 



them and let them know the requirements for attendance. Outside training, we’re working on 
formalized list for trainings members must go to.  

Taylor: Bump the arts CIO spotlight coming out every Monday. Also, Joanne wanted to remind everyone 
about getting things to her in two weeks, at least give her a week. If you give her something to create 
marketing for, she might get it done quickly because she’s awesome but give her as much time as 
possible so respect her time please. And for a technology update, if you want to update your page on 
the website talk to Michael but we are looking at getting a new website, maybe a squarespace we aren’t 
sure.  

Rep reports 

Avery: So, two quick things, in regards to class relocation I contracted the registrar. Over 100 undergrad 
courses were relocated. I’m trying to make a meeting, they’re interested in making some sort of student 
perspective in the office. Second thing is working on making a direct line of communication with student 
financial services. Super minor thing as well, we just submitted a work order for the squeaking fan.  

Brian: I met with PLUMAS after the general body meeting last week, just to share an event they have in 
October, there will be a fundraiser for bail relief for undocumented immigrants. I think it’s a great 
chance to support local causes and I also met with animal justice advocates who will be coming out with 
piece of legislation next week.  

Leah: We just finished application for ad hoc committee for transfer student resources handbook.  

Alex: Just a general update, on the 27th, voting for first year reps and transfer rep will have finished so by 
next week we’ll have a transfer rep and first year rep.  

Leg session begins, roll taken, quorum met 

Previous meetings minutes pass.  

Ty: So, we have our first CIO bill of the semester, I did send out a file and report for context for those 
who are new. The website explaining criteria for CIO status was also sent out. We look at organizations 
for membership, in that they need at least 10 active members, have leadership (president and financial 
officer) and sustainability checked to see if they did three activities relating to organization. They met 
constitutional requirements, and the non-duplication stipulation. So, the organization is political 
philosophy society, they submitted an application last spring, it was held because issues of 
communication. There were questions on our end of non-duplication, notably their similarity to the 
Roosevelt society. So, we reached out to groups with similar missions. I spoke with the presidents of 
Roosevelt society and political philosophy society, there’s little overlap, they operate in separate 
spheres. If you have additional questions we could table the bill. Everything is wrapped up in this report. 

Billy: It does seem like they’re pretty much the same to the Roosevelt society, so as far as 
non-duplication goes I don’t know if it makes sense to have another organization that could take 
resources from a broader range of CIOs. Adding another might not make the most sense.  

Erin: I was thinking very similarly to you, especially regarding funding. From my perspective I can’t 
imagine what they would request funding for  



Ty: I would say my non-duplication thoughts in general are funding related, I think there are other issues 
of resources and space issues as general concept so I would keep that in mind.  

Avery: Just to echo Billy’s point, there are other societies as well that are similar to this mission.  

Ryan: Ty what was the rational for recommending approval for the CIO given concern for duplication 

Ty: Candidly when it comes to an issue like this, and there are glaring issues with criteria. All 
organizations have the right to go forward to this part of the process. I decided it was an issue of 
subjectivity in regards to their standards. Benefit of the doubt is that a case could be made 

Mark: I think it would be smart to wait and listen to reps from these organizations.  

Ryan: I was wondering if there was any difference between inclusivity between these organizations.  

Avery: The Roosevelt society has no application process 

Chi: Just to add my comment on the sustainability of this organization, it seems like the primary source 
of this membership seems to be third years and I don’t know how sustainable that is.  

Motion to table, seconded, FB18-13 is tabled.  

Ellie: Moving on to FB18-14, bill to extend the deadline to appoint members to the rules and ethics 
committee. In the bylaws it states we must have a full board by October 1st, we wanted to wait until 
cabinet committee decisions were finalized as people who serve on rules and ethics cannot serve in 
other committees. This bill will extend the deadline to October 16th.  

Billy: What happens if the bill isn’t passed 

Ellie: By October 1st the student council will shut down if someone calls for it 

Ally: Is this just a situation that happened this year or should we extend the bylaws 

Ellie: So, this is kind of a remedy right now but after we’d pass a bylaw change bill 

Motion to vote, seconded, FB18-14 passes.  

Community concerns 

Alex: Concerns this week, do we have any? 

Brian: Bio grad students are asked to take on too many TA sections. And from friends in nursing school, 
there are concerns about the brandon avenue light. There’s a suggestion to make it like the mccormick 
alderman light to make it a pedestrian green to reduce pedestrian vehicle interaction.  

Concern: reps from ALC noticed there weren’t many or all ambassadors on JPA 

Alex: Katie and I met with Gloria Graham over the summer and I brought that up, who gets safety and 
who doesn’t is a concern of mine. The ambassador program is a contract and it’s difficult to coordinate 
them with UPD and we’ll be bringing that up the next time we meet with Chief Sutton 

Katie: The IFC president also asked about ambassador presence, we were shown a map of the patrol and 
bike patrol has one straight line down JPA.  



Abby: One of my friends is on crutches and is using the DART program, apparently the online request 
system is out of sync with them actually showing up and it’s difficult for them to get around.  

Ally: I want to second that, I was on crutches and a boot many times. I was late to tests and exams 
because the dart driver was unreliable. UVA is a very inaccessible place if you have only one foot.  

Concern: Ellie and I have been looking for someone to fulfil the last e-school rep position. There are 
concerns with conflicting lab times for those people so they aren’t physically able to attend. They’re 
interested but physically cannot attend. I don’t see a clear solution to this but that was a complaint I 
received.  

Ty: On that topic, part of the bylaw review is proxies and what kind of flexibility can be extended there.  

Alex: No more concerns? Great!  

Meeting ends at 7:20 

 

 

 


